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3
= OLD BRICK SCHOOL HOUSE,
WEST PEARL STREET,
IS. THE

PLACE

Te. eur

STOVES, RANGES
TINWARE,

nto,

A. SCRIPTURE & SON,
NASHUA,

N. H.

JACOB LIBBEY,
DEALER

IN

LU
BU
ODL 5
BOOTS, SHOES
&& RUBBERS,

BO

OF

ALL

DESCRIPTIONS.

REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
/NO. 5 NUTT’S BUILDING.
shi)
NASHUA, N. H.
N-CURTIS’?

JOHN

GOODS

A

SPHCTADPY. —

J. WHITLEMORE,

Druggist amd Apothecary }
HAS JUST OPENED

Pure

Drugs
WILL

BE GLAD

A NEW

AND

FRESH

STOCK

OF

and Medicines!
TO SEE ALL

COR. MAIN AND WATER ue

HIS OLD

FRIENDS.

NASHUA, N. H.

If you have not seen the ACME work, don’t let any one
ferior tool by assuring you that he has something better but
by ordering one on trial and if it does not suit you may return
I don’t ask any one to buy until they have given it a trial on

sell you an insatisfy yourself
it.
.
their own farm.

Send for Pamphlet containing testimonials from Hollis and other towns.

|
|

IRA B. UNDERHILL, Act.,
|

HOLLIS, N. H.
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TAXES

ASSESSED

IN

APRIL,

1882.

Total amount assessed and comitted
to Collector, State, County, Town

‘School

and

non-resident

High-

way tax,

74 00
820513

School-house tax, District No. 7,

130 56

Total amount

|

$5,524 89

Dog tax,
School-house tax, District No.6,

collected, interest

included,

$5,100 00

Amount uncollected,

RECEIPTS

$6,049 58

not
949 58

BY

THE

SELECTMEN

Received borrowed money,
$1,050
Town of Litchfield, award
of County Com’r for
building T. F. bridge, 1,288
Town of Londonderry, award
of County Com’r for
building T. F. bridge,
886
State Treasurer, insurance
tax for 1882,
Railroad Tax for 1882,

00

57

00
|

4 50
194 52

$6,049 58

4
Received Savings Bank tax for 1882, $1,278 47
Literary Fund,
97 -98

Abatement of State tax for
1882,
Bounty on crows,

68, 00
47 30

County of Hillsboro’, abate.

©

ment on County tax fo:

1881 and 1882,
County of Hillsboro’, for
support of County Paupers,
from sale of personal property at the Cutter place,
Hiram

103 80

45 00
9 00

B. Taylor, for School

District No. 5,

6 26

$5,079 40

DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid State tax,
County tax,
School-house, No. 6,
School-house, No. 7,

$1.496
1,141
320
125

00
25
13
00

$3,082 38.
SCHOOL

MONEY.

District No. 1, Paid Wm. W. Wyles, $155 23
‘é
175 00
2, “ Wm, PF. Winn;
142 89
3, “ Nelson Smith,
4, *“ Mark Batchelder, 155 23
‘« Alvin Hamblett,
132 00
‘ Abiah Webster,
155 £3
“ Wm. H. Allen,
126 14
Gat
alee
ed
~“

~“

“Geo.

W. Tibet

5
District No. 8, Paid Clifton E. Buttrick,
“«
9, “ John B. Marshall,
“610;
“ Geo. G. Andrews,
7
NOTES

ANI)

INTEREST

$126 14
126 14
126 14
—-—__—§$1,420

14

PAID.

Paid Persis A. Merrill, to March 1, 1883, $120 94
C. H: Newcomb,“
*
Ree
340 O07
feces. Gowing,
-.“
rail
63 12
Samuel A. Steele,“
=“
Sheep
44 68
Amos Winn,

io

hea

Mpiek

Daniel I. Gage, “ . “
Austin Blodgett, “
Jaeemeoopurh,
“
Franklin Wilson, “
=“
Alden E. Cummings, “
Louisa M. Marsh,“
“
Rae
marsh, (2)* .
Amory Burnham,“
=“
N. H. Banking Co.
Nashua,
oo
ee
First Nat'l Bank,
- Nashua,
alr
W. F. Winn,
Bap
ares!

HIGHWAYS

att

68
T6
76
T6
191
55
42
282

saat

618 00

ee

A
rss
eet

AND
£
“
=“
“
“

37
25 |
25
2507
37
34
24

205 60
104 00
—_—_—— $2,465 80

BRIDGES.

Paid Isaac W. Hall, br’king r’ds, 1881-2,

Wm. P. Annis,
ast
Wm. 8S. Weston,
“
LuciusF. Robinson,“
Ira Templeton,
“
Jackson E. Greeley,

101 25

Hee
State
Meee
fF sindft
Ae
Maes
A
not
Mies |
pees
Ae

te
5
a
%
%

$2 40

23
10
10
29
14

35
70
56
69
00

6
Paid Henry
Sam’l

Butler, br’king ro‘ds, Pt 2
lig ST

neDA:

“

be~

Enoch Cummings,
Wm. H. Allen,
Chas. A. Steele,
O. P. Baker,
Israel W. Young,

“
“
beck
.“
“
eb
“ = ‘“

J. L. Senter,

NN

Geo. H. Davis,

S67)

Ae

4“
pS:
sé
‘6
“6
«
‘i

«
“
“
Henry Marshall,
J. F. Annis, labor of self and team
running road machine,
C. E. Buttrick, labor of self and team
running road machine,
W. F. Winn, labor of self and team

running road machine,
J. Connell, labor of self and
team running road machine,
D. W. Trow, one day’s work on road

P.

machine,

J. E. Merrill, tending road machine,
C. W. Spalding, for stone furnished
Belknap bridge,
:
Robert Groves, timber and labor on

the highway,
|
Mark Batchelder, spikes and labor
on highway and bridge,
Jeremiah Heath, labor repairing
Senter bridge and putting up
railing, Cross & Tolles, timber, plank, posts,
C. E. Buttrick, rie on highway
and bridge,
QO. O. Armstrong, labor highway in
1879 and 1880, in district No. 7,

81

40

7
Paid Samuel Chase, labor on highway,
J.B. Merrill, repairing r’d machine,

$2 06
| « 6 87

J. B. Merrill, snowing T. F. belied

to March, 1883,

Y

7-00

$498 40

EXPENSES

OF THE POOR,

Paid Andrew J. Smith for the support of
Daniel P. Corless to Mar. 1, 1883, $286 32
Mark Batchelder, for the support of
Sarah Doyle to Mar. 1, 1883,
121 17
Levi KE. Cross, for the support of
Wm. Miller,
|
D. O. Smith, medical attendance on
Wm. Miller,
|

©. E. Buttrick, for one pair shoes
for Wm. Miller,
|
N. P. Webster, for supplies furnished James Cutter,

76 00
6 00

Be)

ahs
Aaah (4.

Wm. F. Winn, for supplies furnish-

ed James Cutter,

~—43 «40

Wm. F. Winn, for wood furnished
James Cutter,
~ James Cutter, for his own support,
Co. of Hillsborough, for the support
of Hardy Smith & funeral charges,

Transient paupers,

4 50
6 00
50 25
3/25
$612 41

COUNTY

PAUPERS.

:

Paid C. W. Spalding for relief of Charles
Walace,

J. P. Putnam, for support of Wm.
Audon and funeral charges,
Wm. F, Winn, for reliefofAugustus
Johnson,

$3 00

45.00
3 00

$51 00

eae
ABATEMENTS.
James B. Merrill, over-assessment of
school-house tax in No. 6, in 1882,

$2 70

©. L. Spaxpine’s List or 1881.
Austin Merrill, left town

7%

David Powers,,
“
Eben Hill,
(
Joseph Mack,
‘
W. S. Winans,
6:
W. 8.8. Merril, “
Richard Alexander,‘
Richard Alexander, dog tax,
Smith & Richardson, property removed

KG
(hi
TT
TT
TT
17
1 00

out of the State,

1 66

H. P. Eaton, paid in Massachusetts,
H. W. Butler, unable to pay,
Dog,
Moses Butler, dead,
I). B. Smith, disowned

-

dog,

T7
1 00
4 44
1 00

Pattrick Sullivan, wxable to pay,
Dennis D. Kelly, uxadle to pay,
Dennis O’Neil, unable to pay,
TOWN

17

TT
77
TT
———

OFFICERS.

Paid James B. Merrill, services as Town
Clerk,
James B. Merrill, services as Town
Treasurer,
D. O. Smith, services as Superintending School Committee,
J. K. Wheeler, services as Selectman and Overseer of the Poor,
W. F. Winn, for services as Selectman and Overseer of the Poor,

$20 00
25 00.

50 00
100 00

65

00

:
$21 04

9
Paid C. KE. Buttrick, services as Selectman and Overseer of the Poor,
N. P. Webster, for past services as

$00 00

Collector in 1882,
C. L. Spalding, balance for collecting
list of 1881,
E. A. Martin, services as Police
Officer,
O. A. Titcomb, services as Police
Officer,
S. D. Greeley, services in 1881-82,

80 00

as Supervisor,

Daniel Gage, Pee Aues in 1881-82,
as Supervisor,
Geo. P. Woodward, services in 1881
and 1882, as Supervisor,
$463 25

MISCELLANEOUS

Paid M. V. B. Greene,

printing

BILLS.

town

reports for 1881-2,
C. W. Spalding, bounty on crows,
A. S. Eaton, damage to carriage on
highway near Susan Smith's,
W. F. Winn, repairs on Cutter house,
W. B. Wellman & Co., damage to
horse onshighway near David
Clement’s, Jr.,
W. W. Bailey, attorney for Wellman
& Co., costs in the case,
G. B. French, services and costs in
Wellman case,
~
C, H. Burns, services in Wallwian
case,

$36 95
3 60
8 00
17 30

140 00
18 40
30 25

25 00

10

Paid Asa Randlett, damage to carriage
near Thompson Spear’s,
Daniel Greeley, wood and care of
town-house to March 1, 1882,
Robert McQuesten, damage to his
wagon on highway near J. Ryan’s
land,

$2 00

6 00

10
6
40
T
2

. R. Wheeler, printing check lists,
C. E. Buttrick, bounty on crows,

W. F. Winn, bounty on crows,
C. E. Buttrick, wood for town-house,
Moses Davis, services as sexton
with hearse, 14 funerals,

Caleb Richardson, insuring townhouse five years ending February
12, 1888,(amount insured $2,000,)
~ N. P. Webster, tax bills and expense
in paying County tax,
J. K. Wheeler, expense to Concord
to settle with State Treasurer,

M. V. B. Greene, blank books, orders and receipts,
Daniel W. Trow, road machine,
Corrugated Metal Co., painting T.
F. bridge,
J. K. Wheeler, expense to Manchester to adjust abatement of County
tax and P. O. Stamps,
C. L. Spalding, non-resident highway tax receipts, 1881,
N. P. Webster, non-resident highway tax receipts, 1882,
J. B. Merrill, returning births and
deaths,
Geo. W. Hills, taking account of
travel across T. F. bridge,

00
00
00
30
50

—

56 00

~ 50 00
ae
Br
2 76

7 87
175 600

50 00

» 2 65

5 34
10 62
6 50

12 00

ti

Kimball Webster, taking account of
travel, copying map and searching records in T. F. bridge case,
J. K. Wheeler, team to Litchfield,
Londonderry, Windham and Pelham and conveying Commissioners to and from depot,
G. B. French, services as counsel

in the T. F. Bridge hearing,

$36 81

5 00

119 34

C. H. Burns, services as counsel in
the T. F. Bridge hearing,
G. B. French, cash paid County
Commissioners and witness fees

in the T. F. Bridge case,
Chas. W. Spalding, public watering
trough one year to Mar. 1, 1883,

125 90

311 95.
3 00

Alden Hills, public watering trough
one year to March 1, 1883,

|
3 00

J.E. & O. QO. Armstrong, public
watering trough one year to Mar.
1, 1883,
M. A. Dane, public watering trough
one year to March 1, 1883,
J. K. Wheeler, public watering

3 00
3 00

trough one year to Mar. 1, 1883,
3 00
A. & H. ©. Robinson, public watering trough two years to March 1,
|
1883,
6 00
$1,354 88
————
|
|

RECAPITULATION,

Paid State, County and Nos. 6 and ik
School-house tax,

School money,

$3,082 38

.

1,420 14

12

Paid Notes and interest,
Highways and Bridges,
Expense of the poor,
County paupers,

.

—

$2,465
498
612
|
51

Abatements,
Town officers,

80
40
41
00

21 04
463 25

Miscellaneous,
|

1,354 88
— $9,969 30
LIABILITIES.
DEMAND

NOTES.

Persis A. Merrill,
Louisa M. Marsh,
Martha W. Marsh, two notes,
Charles H. Newcomb,
George T. Gowing,
Samuel A. Steele,

Amos Winn,

$1,500
800
008
1,000
1,000
500

nis

(1,500 00

Daniel T. Gage,
Austin Blodgett,
James M. Coburn,
Franklin Wilson,
Alden E. Cummings,
Amory Burnham, two notes,

1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
400 00
3,000 00
—-——— $14,258 61

Due school district No. 2,
6

|

bs

és

‘6

0000
61
00
00
00

$10 78

5,

99

i

49

——

$4037

Dog tax, collected in 1881-82, and remaining in the treasury,
$140 00
Dog tax collected in 1882,
52°00

)

Total liabilities,

ae

$192 00.

$14,490 88

13

ASSETS.
Joseph Fuller’s note,
$194 56
State Treasurer, cash paid for bounty
on crows,
6 20
County of Hillsborough for relief of
County -paupers,
6 00
N. P. Webster, Collector for 1882, interest not included,
949 58
Cash in treasury,
1,514 98
Total assets,

;

—

$2,671 32

$11,819 56

Actual debt of the town,
Decrease of debt for the year ending
March 1, 1883,

$1,995 94

J. K. WHEELER,
WM. F. WINN,
C. E. BUTTRICK,
SELECTMEN

Hudson, N. H., March 1, 1883.

OF HUDSON.

TREASURER’S REPORT
FOR

YEAR

ENDING

THE

FEBRUARY

28, 1883.

$658 30.

To Sash in Treasury March 1, 1882,
Received of Selectmen, borrowed mon-

ey,

$1,050 00

from James Cutter,

9 00

Hillsborough County, abatement of tax for 1881° and
1882,
for relief of paupers,

103 80
45 00
a

Received of State Treasurer,
ance tax,
Railroad tax,

$1,207 80

insur-

Savings Bank tax,
Literary Fund,
Abatement of tax for ’82,
Bounty on crows,

$4
194
1,278
97

68 00

47 30
—

Received of the town of Litchfield, $1,288

“
Londonderry,
Hiram B. Taylor, school
money for Dist. No. 5,

50
52
47
98

$1,690 77

57

886 00
6 26

$2180 83

15

Received of Charles L. Spalding, collector for 1881,
Received

$646 58

of Nathan P. Webster, col-

lector for 1882,

5,100 00
—
$5,746 58

Total amount of receipts,

$11,484 28

DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid County tax,

$1,141 25

_ State tax,
1,496 00
147 Treasurer’s orders drawn by
the selectmen for the year
ending February 28, 1883,
- amounting’ to
7,332 05
Total disbursements,
———
$9,969 30
Cash in treasury March 1, 1883,

$1,514 98

JAMES

B. MERRILL,

Treasurer of the Town of Hudson,

We have this day examined the foregoing accounts of
James B. Merrill, Town Treasurer, and find them correctly
cast and each payment properly vouched.

J. K. WHEELER

WM. F. WINN,
C. E. BUTTRICK

Selectmen of Hudson.
Hupson, March 1, 1883.
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REPORT
OF

THE

SUIPERINTENDING SCIIOOL COMMITTEE
FreLLOow CirizeNs:
Agreeably with the requirements of the Statute, I
present you the following Report of our Schools. The law
requiring such action is briefly as follows: “The Superintending School Committee shall make out, annually, a report,:
and present the same to the town at its annual meeting,
stating the number of weeks which the public schools have
been kept, the whole number of scholars that have attended,
* * * * with such suggestions as may be useful upon
the management of schools and the subject of education.”
The “subject of education” in some one of its various.
phases, has probably occupied the mind of man more or less,
since his apostasy from perfectness,; and thus must it ever
be, so long as generations are progressive. Although there
may be “nothing new under the sun,” it seems necessary
to have our minds directed occasionally to these matters,
in order to sustain and promote a healthy, advancing spirit 3.
hence, questions analogous to the following may be worthy
of consideration. Are our schools keeping pace with the
general progress of the age? Do we as parents and citizens have the solicitude and watchful care for them that
their importance demands? Are the annual appropriations
for our schools, judiciously, economically expended ? Can
we by any means, introduce any modifications that will increase their efficiency? Space and ability utterly forbid

18

the answering of these questions in a manner their importance demands. It is illogical, however, to expect progress
or reform, until the necessity of it is perceived and cor- dially recognized.
The most perfect machine is worthless
but for old iron without the propelling power; and what
we most need is calm, deliberate, unprejudiced thought on
the part of all our citizens ; thought which will begeta deep,
abiding, enlightened zxéeres¢ and healthy action. . This accomplished, all need{ul educational reforms may be expected to speedily follow. But alas! how small the number
that give more than a superficial, passing thought, (if they
think at all,) to this momentous of subjects, the proper
physical, intellectual, moral and religious education of the
rising generation.
Two districts, Nos. one and eight, had no Summer term
in consequence of paucity of numbers, (two or three respectively,) and some others were quite too small, to generate that amount of life, emulation and enthusiasm, which .
is so indispensible to success, and which we expect and are
accustomed to see in larger schools. Is there a remedy ?
I know of but one, viz: Consolidation or reduction of the.
number of our school districts. And yet it is more than
probable that the project will be regarded by many as irrational and visionary, and that even an incidental allusion to
it should be avoided.
Our town is divided into ten school districts, whereas

there should be but —possibly six or seven. It must be
obvious to all, that, with a less number of districts, the
amount of money remaining the same, we could have better
school houses, more efficient teachers, longer schools and’
consequently better scholars. The only objection that can
plausibly be presented against the dimunition, is the inconvenience to which a portion of the scholars would be
subjected in reaching the school-room.
This objection has
generally quite an unwarranted influence.
“The great
desideratum with many is, apparently, to be located near a

19°
school

house whether

there

ts to be a school in tt or not.

Some parents seem to be willing that their children should’
travel a mile or more to apoor school, while they cannot possibly endure the thought of a slightly increased distance,
and have the advantages of a good one.
+ Our school registers annually show that those who reside
nearest the school-house are by no means the most constant
or punctual in attendance, nor more diligent and successful
in theirstudies.. Are they more healthly ? Ask the ruddy,
blithesome lads and lasses who reside in the most remote
sections of our districts, and who are often obliged to endure the scorching sun of summer and brave the snow-drifts
and fierce whistling winds of winter.
_ Children attending school, require much exercise; without it, while they are cultivating and improving their intellects, they are often planting the germs of disease,
injuring their health—the choicest of life’s blessings.
- We trust the rising generation will give this matter due
consideration,
evenif ignoredand neglected by their fathers,
for it is, seemingly, of first importance and not liable to be
overestimated ; the district system being, as now constituted, the great obstacle and nightmare of all trae progress.
The next essential element to sucvess is the possession
ef good school-houses; while we can speak of a few as
being specimens of good taste, comfort and convenience,
others are dad; undesirably located, dreary, cold and cheerless ; with imperfectly constructed and.shamefully neglected outbuildings—repulsive to every sentiment of delicacy and true refinement.
It is unfortunate that the
child’s first idea of sczence should be associated with deformity—its first idea. of learning with so much that is

inelegant.

Is it surprising that many of our youth estimate

so inadequately the worth of a good education?

Human

character is modified by all external objects; by climate,
scenery and society and especially by the appearance and
quality of the houses in-which we dwell. We are never

20)

wholly independent of these influences, and are peculiarly:
susceptible to them in childhood. It is then that the physical.
constitution is most easily impaired and the mental and °
moral character most permanently impressed.
For these
reasons comfort and comeliness are as important in the
school-house as in the dwelling. There should be space
for free breathing, means of ventilation, thermometers for
the regulation of the temperature, comfortable seats and.
ample area outside for exercise without using the highway,
with all conveniences for the protection of modesty and
delicacy.
There is more connection between physical and.
moral influences than is usually perceived.
A vitiated atmosphere in a school-room, not only occasions physical
discomfort, but excites to mischief and insubordination.
We know the moral effects of chemical agents in the case.
of alcoholic drinks. Similar to this, though smaller in

degree, is the influence of an impure atmosphere on char-!
acter and temper. It irritates the nervous system and
creates uneasiness and noise. A sacred writer speaks of:
“the prince of the power of the adr, the spirit that now!
worketh in the children of disobedience.” Give the spirit
of evil the contro] of the atmosphere and he has one great.
auxiliary for success.
He delights especially in carbonic
acid gas; and, through this agency in many of our school-

rooms, ,audience-rooms, sitting-rooms

and sick-rooms,
he ~

“now worketh in the children of disobedience.”
It is pleasant, however, to be able to record

some im-:
provement. District No. six has, the past year, made liberal
appropriations in repairs—painting, Shingling and alterations,
especially in the substitution of comfortable chairs for the
hard, old fashioned seats and benches. May not the success.
of the last term be attributable, in part at least, to the im-.
provement and innovation? I repeat with emphasis, that,
if we wish to avoid disquietude, disinterestedness and.
general ennui on the part of the children of our schools,
we must give them comfortable seats, cleanly, cheerful and

21

better ventilated rooms.
District No. seven is also entitled
to commendation for the liberal outlay in shingling and
thoroughly painting their house, and erectinga convenient
and tidy outbuilding.
Let the good work go on; for nothing will contribute more to enhance the credit and general
prosperityof the town.
Having a suitable building, it should be provided with
apparatus to facilitate the process of instruction.
We
adopt the latest improvements in all labor-saving machin-

ery, in the arts of gain. Let the same wisdom be applied
in the means for imparting knowledge.
There should be
a liberal supply of dictionaries, black-boards, maps and
globes, which are the labor-saving machinery in teaching
language, numbers and geography.
A eoodly beginning
has been made in several of the districts, and the movement

should be pursued and extended till all our school-houses
shall present the appearance of intellectual workshops.
Why should the mind be left to plod on foot, along the
road to knowledge, while the body is conveyed by steam,
at sixty miles the hour. Ata time when thoughts can dart
along the wire, across the continent, faster than the busiest

brain produces them, the “young idea” should be quickened and strengthened for the exigencies of the age.
Having good, well-furnished school-houses

and children

in sufficient numbers to have a well-arranged and properly
classified school, we then need a teacher, one who

ses the necessary literary
govern, the talent to impart
dustry, the agreeableness of
acter befitting an instructor

posses-

qualifications, the ability to
instruction, the requisite inmanners, and that moral charof youth. The labor and re-

sponsibility of obtaining such under our present regime,
devolves on the Prudential Committee; a position requiring patience, good judgment and keen discrimination.
Our schools the past year have been at least ordinarily
successful. Teachers were generally wisely selected, several of them of culture and experience; having correct,
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well defined ideas of their work, and des¢ of all, manifesting
a cheerful willingness to do it.
The recognition of the doctrine that education should
consist in the development of the faculties rather than in
the mere acquisition of knowledge, is more and more insisted upon by practical thinkers and beginning to be
realized and taught by our best terchers. It is a simple
and plain statement of fact, although it may appear a paradox, that a man may be well educated and yet know little
or nothing. The best intellectual organism is not that
which has been most heavily charged with information,
but that which possesses in the highest degree the faculty
or power of finding facts at pleasure and using them
logically and with prompt ability. A ready witin the true
sense of the term, is incomparably better than a loaded
brain.
|
The object teaching, which is fast becoming a leading
feature in our system of education, the familiarity with
things and ideas rather than with their printed conventional
signs, which is taught, will have an effect upon the mental
habits of one’s entire life. As a result, in the coming generations, there may be expected a readier comprehension
of new ideas, a more lively spirit of enquiry and public
discussion, a keener perception of what is honest and solid,
a less charitable toleration of ‘words which do not clothe
ideas, a decreased demand for “glittering generalities” and
a quicker perception of the vulnerable points of any scheme
or doctrine, whether it relates to popular government,
social science or household economy and the ordinary business of life.
It is a common mistake in life to suppose that a fine ed-.
ucation unfits for the common walks of life. Any man can
handle a hoe better for knowing something of mechanics ;
any girl can cook a breakfast better for knowing something
of chemistry. We cannot educate one faculty without de-

veloping them all.
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In the work of the school there are two modes of dealing
with

the

brain; it can

be stored

with

information, or

strengthened in its functional operations. True education
consists in the development of brain power in accordance
with the laws of its activity, and is simply and always a
discipline in spontaneous self-exertion. In the attainment
of this object, the engineer of the educational machine has

very little to do. The office of the teacher is important,
but it consists in encouraging, inciting and arousing the
pupil to put forth his own efforts, and when this is most
effectually done, the result is not of that conspicuous kind

that is suitable to make a showy impression at an examination or public parade. Asa rule, too, intellectual development is physical development; by refining and _ strengthening the mervous system, we give puwer of recuperation
to the whole body. The war statistics show that delicately
bred college boys stood the hardships of camp and field
and hospital better than roughs, whether from the wild
woods or the large cities.
The first problem in all education is to awaken an appetite in the pupil; many teachers only succeed in awaking
disgust.

One man can lead a boy to school;

faculty cannot make
has been spoiled by
on the piano an hour
to Jove music. Read

but a whole

him learn. Many a possible musician
compelling her to drum mechanically
or more a day before she has learned
one page or chapter of some interest-

ing instructive work to your boy, and tell him that when
he has learned to read, he can finish the book for himself.
If a man knows that there is a view to repay him when

he has climbed the mountain, he will not only endure, he
will even ewjoy all the fatigue and privation of the mountain climb.
But he must be a rare man who will clamber
its rugged sides for the fun of clambering, with no hope of
reward when he reaches the summit.
The best teacheris

not necessarily he who knows the most, but he who has
most skill in exciting the languid appetite of his pupil to
know.
erat

=—
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Let us educate men to be men; that is to say, strive to.
develop every power and faculty, that they may, thus prepared, be able to turn their hand to anything, and find their
education not a shining blade without a handle, but a “good
tool held in the firm grip of character.”
A word toteachers.
There are greater misfortunes than
being an earnest, thorough, wide-awake country teacher;
the fate of an inefficient drone in the city is ten-fold more
serious.
Improve the opportunities which God and your
efforts may bring within your reach. Work!
The more
you do for yourself the more you will be able to do. Men
usually take rank according

to the work they do; for we

live by work, we prosper by work, we rise by work.

If you

cannot be the dest, be the best you can. Teachers often
excuse their failure to attend more closely to the matter of
professional culture, by pleading meagreness of compensation.

If they will remember that one of the best methods

of securing more is to make one’s self worth it, the plea
will be less frequently urged.
One of our best edneated, most experienced and successful teachers has been in the habit of making special
preparation for cach day's work, an instance deserving
commendation and worthy of imitation.
It is too frequently the case that those having the least
culture are the most self-confident, study and. think the
least, and whose experience, if any, is too much like the
stern lights of a ship which illuminates only the track it
has passed. Such fail in exciting interest and laudable
enthusiasm, are stumbling along mentally blindfolded, committing inaccuracies, having no perfected system of work,
doing but little and that very imperfectly, advantageous to
no one, themselves not’excepted. It is certain thata slow,

half-taught, bewildered teacher of any art or trade will be- |
get similar traits of character in those under their supervision.
Such persons have mistaken their calling and
should never presume to enter the school-room and assume
the grave responsibities of a teacher.
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The regular government or discipline of our schools has

been,

with

very

few

exceptions,

commendably

good.

Whispering, that stealthy, prolific, hydraheaded procreator
of mischief and disorder, though not by any means eradicated, has been, in several

schools, notably diminished;

thanks to the persistent efforts of teachers and pupils. If
parents, through weakness or indifference fail to teach
their children obedience in the years which precede schoollife, the best training of the wisest teachers can never
fully supply the deficiency. Itis common to talk about
the work of the school in moulding the minds and manners
of youth and making good citizens. While it must ever
be regarded as an important, indispensable adjuvant in this
work, let us never forget that it is the Zomes of a country,
the zursery influences, as much if not far more than its
schools, which determine the morale and general charac‘ter of its citizenship.
The moral condition of our schools demands the most
careful and serious consideration.
While we would not
awaken unnecessary solicitude or diminish the confidence
of the public in the safety and efficiency of popular education, it must be considered treason to the best interests of the community to cover up and conceal evils which
strike at the vitalsof a pure and healthy state of the public morals. Ina large majority of our schools, we have
good reason to believe that the moral atmosphere is so
free from impurity, that it may be breathed with comparative safety ; in some, we fear, we know that this is not the
case. Listen to the language of the children during their
play hours, and you will be shocked by the indelicate ribaldry, horrid blasphemies, unchaste and libidinous ob- ~
scenities that issue from their young lips. Examine the
school-houses and out-buildings and you will find sketched
thereon, demoralizing pictures or other evidences of depravity, that must cause you to turn away with sensations
most sickening and revolting. Shall we permit the child
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who has never heard a sound from the lips, nor looked
upon a picture that would give offence to the most sensitive delicacy; who never heard the name of his Maker
uttered but with reverence ; the formation of whose habits
has been carefully watched over with the utmost sohcitude
to protect them from every debasing association and contaminating object ; shall we suffer this child, “ the father’s
hope and mother’s joy,” to be exposed to imminent danger
of moral pollution in the public schools, without giving
timely warning of the danger, or attempting to create a
healthy sentiment and secure to the pupils efficient moral
teaching ?
|
Our Statute enjoins upon all instructors of youth, “to
take diligent care and exert their best endeavors to im-

press upon the minds of youth and children committed to
their care and instruction, the principles of piety and justice; a sacred regard to truth; love to their country;
humanity and universal benevolence ; sobriety, industry
and frugality ; chastity, moderation and temperance ; and
those other virtues which are the ornament of human
society, and the basis upon which our republican institutions are based.”
Are these requirements heeded?
Have
we fallen from the high standard of our fathers? If so, let
the boasting over our system of free schools cease until we
retrace our steps and make them the lawful successors of
those they established.
Purity of the heart, enlightenment of the conscience and
a general healthiness of the moral faculties promote vigor
and activity of the mental powers. A stern and pure mo_ rality is to the mind what pure air and fresh water are to
the body.
7
Vice degrades and stupefies the intellect ;virtue elevates
and invigoratesit. The readiest way to advance youth
in mental discipline is to lay a deep foundation of moral

training. Abstract reasoning leads to this conclusion, and
experience abundantly confirms it. “Virtue and intelligence
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go hand in hand.”

The corruscations of genius may flash

through the fogsand vapors of skepticism and sensuality ,but

clearness and vigor ofintellect in the common mind require
the support of pure morals.
Hence to render our schools
available in the highest degree for mental training, a pure
and healthful morality must be inculcated and enforced.
I withhold additional comment. Have I said too much?
Observation during the past year, coupled with a realization of my duties as committee, is my only apology.
Fellow-citizens, are you prepared to co-operate with
committee and teachers in suppressing this apparently |
growing, character-breaking and possibly soul-destroying
habit of some of your children?
The attendance has been ordinarily good; yet the
amount of tardiness and absence has been quite too large,
being not only a positive, irreparable loss to the delinquent
individuals, but a serious hindrance to the whole school.
Can this evil be removed or lessened? Parents, are you
responsible?
Sickness.in the form of an epidemic has had
its influence in lessening attendance in several schools and

causing the premature closing of two or more.
_ Only a few years since our district schools were patronized by young men and young ladies during or even exceeding their minority ;,zow we seldom see them upwards
of fifteen years of age. Are our youth more wise? Are
our schools less worthy of confidence?
What e’er the
cause, be it fashion, avarice or disinterestedness, the habit
seems wrony and

should

in some

manner

be

remedied.

Moreover, it is but a few years since we were educating
our own teachers,in our own schools,—with the aid of one
term in the Autumn sustained by individual enterprise ;—
teachers whose services were eagerly sought by our own

citizens and by surrounding towns.

At present, we are

quite dependent upon the city, and obtain only those who
have been reared in the graded system, and usually the

young and inexperienced.

Are such usually adapted to
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meet the. wants of our mixed district schools?

Weneed a

Sree high school; even if, it be sustained but one term ina

year;

to give our young ladies an opportunity. to perfect

themselves as teachers and our young men to pursue some

of the academic branches

that cannot be taught successfully

im the district school.

Quite a number now go to Merrimack and other places,
who should be educated at home. The formation of a
true and natural character often requires the daily exertion
of the home influence through the whole period of minority.
Hence the moral advantage there is in educating youth in
the places of their residences.
There are several provisions in our Statute available for
this purpose. The high school act, authorizing any two or
more contiguous districts to unite for this purpose, is probably best adapted for our wants.
Fellow-citizens of Hudson, is there not public interest
sufficient to divide our town into two, three, or four sections, and give each the advantages of one term in addition to what they now enjoy? I verily believe the outlay
would be a most judicious investment, paying large dividends, and be instrumental in elevating our town much
above its present standing. We are in possession of all
needful means, except perhaps the will or motive power ;
and yet, probably, two or three persons of energy and tact,
could, by a little perseverance, inaugurate this or some
similar movement.
Who will be the jirst to commence?
Shall we sit down passively and be content to do only what
the law imperatively requires and permit contiguous and
surrounding towns to far excel and outstrip us in educa.
tional privileges?
|
The prospect for better roads in our town is truly most
encouraging ;-thanks for the introduction of the road machine. Is it not anopportune time to place our schools upon
substantial and satisfactory bases by small annual appropri- |
ations over and above what we are now doing? Much
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ingenious sophistry will doubtless be used to create influence against such an enterprise.—Appeals are made to the
prejudices of the poor on the ground that they are to be |
burdened for the support of such a school or schools so
that the rich can educate zhezr children at the public expense.
The truth is the reverse.
The burden of establishing such
schools falls upon taxable property, while the poor can
send to them without charge. The addition to a mere poll
tax, occasioned by a free high school, is very slight ; while ©
a wealthy man is often taxed for this object, enough to educate his children at private institutions. Prejudice is
also invoked against public high schools, under the plea
that they are of aristocratic tendency. On the contrary
they have an equalizinginfluence. Knowledge, like wealth,
is power ; but the only danger arising from the increase
ofeither, is in its concentration.
The highest learning
would produce no inequality if it were diffused ; and, as
knowledge is increasing by discoveries and improvements,
we should increase the means of its diffusion. The higher
the standard of learning in our free schools, the less danger
from inequality froma monopoly of learning. May the
time speedily come when the means ofeducation will be as
free and abundant as the air. Our people should be encircled with knowledge and intelligence like an atmosphere;
for it is the vital principle of our freedom—the very oxygen of our national life. Allusion has been made to the
prospect of better public roads; but our schools are even
more necessary for the public good. They are the highways
to knowledge and moral and sectal elevation. The assess- '
ment upon capital for the support of education is no gratuity. It isa principle recognized in our institutions. Capital
derives its value from population. General intelligence in
a community and the enterprise it creates, increases the
value of property by attracting population and elevating its
character. The only preventive, in our country, to an ultimate despotism of capital, such as exist in the old world,
is our embryo system of free schools. These tend te.
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equality, by allowing every generation, co far as natural
differences permit, to start from a common intellectual level.
These are our only levelling machinery, and they level only
upward.

Each

school

is a miniature

republic, where

the

poor man’s son, if endowed with a superior mind, steps
above the heir to fortune, in his spelling class ; and this
equal, early opportunity enables him, when they have both
grown to manhood, still to keep Gee him, to positions of
There is a Latin phrased ‘t Vel sine
usefulness and honor.
magno vita labore dedit mortalibus.” “ Nothing in this life
is given to men without labor.”
Let us then, make the trifling sacrifices to which we are
called with cheerfulness, as prudent, sensible, conscientious
and enterprising citizens of a happy and prosperous town;
and let us show by our united and increased labors in the
cause of popular education, that our professed love of a
free government, based upon the morality and general intelligence of the people, is no mere idle sentiment, but,
rather, az abiding conviction.
The time of commencing of several Fall or Winter
terms of school, varied some weeks.
When practicable, this arrangement is to be commended; thus giving

children of contiguous districts additional privileges. There
_can be no plausible reason for citizens or Prudential Committee to object to the reception of scholars thus located,
for there are only two or three schools but would be very
essentially benefitted by the addition of ten or even fifteen
studious, well disposed pupils.
Consultation with teachers and several of our more in-

terested citizens, led to the substitution of the Franklin
Arithmetic in lieu of the one which has been in use for
more than a quarter of a century—being more practical
and condensed, omitting topics of a merely theoretical interest, curious and puzzling problems; while the range of

application is broad and varied enough to afford the learner good preparation for business affairs. A new interest

a
has, apparently, been kindled in this department of study.
Time is too short and precious to be wasted; and if we
would have our children do good work with facility, we
must give them good tools with which to work.
More than the usual amount of critical attention has been

given to written and oral Spelling, Composition and English Grammar, and quite satisfactory results have generally
been obtained. Reading with facility adds very much to
the good appearance of a school, and besides it is the key
to the acquisition
of all other branches of knowledge.

In

importance, therefore, zz stands at the head of all the stuazes pursued in school, and is entitled to receive more

time

and careful consideration than is usually assigned
To read with accuracy and effect, without previous
requires an intuitive perception of every light and
of the author’s meaning.
Like the camera, the

to it.
study,
shade
reader

should be ableto daguerreotype every lineament and feature of the author upon the mind of the hearer.
But how
few, how very few are able to do this, not excepting the
professional public speakers. Scholars can never hope to
do it without much previous study,

That was surely a wise word which John Kemble, the
great tragedian, spoke to an eminent divine ; “Sir, when
you read the sacred Scriptures, or any other book, never
think Zow you read, but wat you read.” In order that a
good basis be formed and satisfactory results achieved in
reading, every pupil should be required to obtain a practi-

‘cal knowledge of the general rules and principles contained
in each book of a particular grade, before passing to one of
a higher. The true object of reading in schools, is to learn
how to read; and the wanner is of much more consequence
than the guantity especially with the more advanced classes.
In District No. six, also in No. five, quite an interesting
and aspiring class was formed the past winter in Natural
Physics; a branch to be recommended for the older scholars, being more practical than Algebra and some other
studies, and yet equally disciplinary.
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The prosperity and usefulness of our schools would-be
greatly promoted by more frequent and numerous visits
by parents and citizens; for they encourage the teacher,
animate the scholar, and give an onward impulse to the
interests of education.
Moreover, an interchange of visits
among teachers to their several

school-rooms,

should

be

encouraged ; for in this way, new ideas and methods of
teaching become common stock, and the inducements to
strive to improve and to excel, greatly augmented; thereby lessening the liability to become rusty aud their labors
unappreciated by committees and the public.
7
The following text books are recommended and in use
in our schools.

Reapingc.—The Bible. The Franklin series of readers,
SPELLING.—Watson’s speller,

ARITHMETICS.—Robinson’s Elementary.

Colburn’s first

lessons. Franklin (written).
GRAMMAR.—Greene’s Introductory. Swinton’s language
lessons.
GEoGRAPHY.—Harper’s Introductory. Harper’s School.
PuHILosopHy.—Steele’s Natural Physics.
Writinc.—Payson, Dutton and Scribner’s.
ALGEBRA. —Robinson’s.

The above books can be obtained of Mr. N. P. Webster. |
A good treatise upon Modern History should be introduced, and our children, without exception, induced to
read and study it, as early as their attainments will per‘mit. It would seem asif no material change in text-books
with this exception, need be made for the present. In
this connection a few words addressed to the young people may not be amiss, and will, I trust, be received with
kindness. Fenelon once said, “ If the riches of the Indies
or the crowns of all the kingdoms of Europe were laid at
my feet in exchange for my love of reading, I would spurn

them all.”, Hence, always have a book at hand, a good
book of condensed thought and sound maxims, which you
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may catch up at your odd intervals. It will impress on
your minds valuable suggestions and lessons of truth and
duty which will serve to regulate and encourage useful
thought even while at work. Tenor fifteen minutes a
day, thus occupied, will be sensibly felt at the end of the
year. ‘The more we do, the more we can do; the more busy
we are, the more leisure we have.”
Select your books. Few
are sufficiently sensible of the importance of that economy
in reading, which selects, almost exclusively, the very first
order of books. Why, except for some sfecial reason,
read an inferior book at the very time you might be reading one of the highest order?
Think as well.as read and

when youread. This will enable you to make a right use
of books—to use them as Aelpers, not as guides to your
understanding ; as counselors, not as dictators of what you
are to think and believe.
An eminent writer says that
there are four kinds of readers. The frs¢ is like the hourglass,

and their reading being as the sand, it runs in and

runs out, and leaves nota vestige behind.

A second is like

the sponge, which imbibes every thing, and returns it in
nearly the same state, only a little dirtier. A ¢hird is like
a jelly-bag, allowing all that is pure to pass away, and retaining only the refuse and dregs. And the fourth is like
the slaves in the diamond mines of Golconda, who, casting
aside all that is worthless, retain only pure gems. Beware
of bad books. Why, what harm will dooks do me?
The
same harm that personal intercourse would with the bad
men who wrote them. “A man is known by the company
he keeps,” is an old proverb ; but it is no more true, than

that a man’s character may be determined by knowing
what books he reads.
If a good book cannot be read without making one better,
a bad book cannot be read without making one the worse.
A person may be ruined by reading a single volume.
Bad
books are like ardent spirits ; they furnish neither aliment

nor medicine ; they are potson.

Both tntoxicate—one the
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mind, the other the body ; the thirst for each increases by
being fed, and is never satisfied ;both ruin—one the intel-

lect, the other the health, and together, the immortal part.
The makers and venders of each are equally guilty and
equally corrupters of the community ; and the safeguard
against each is the same, fotal abstinance from all that intoxicates mind and body. Goldsmith, who was a novel
writer of some note, writing to his brother about the education of his nephew, says : “Adove all things, never permit
him to touch a novel or a romance.” As he knew the character of novels, and the influence they would exert on the
young, his opinion must have been honest and ought to
have weight. Nobly has Milton expressed himself, im —
treating of the liberty of the press: “Books are not absolutely dead things, but do contain a potency oflife in them,
to be as active as that soul whose progeny they are; nay,
they do preserve ‘as in a vial ‘the purest efficacy and extraction of that living intellect that bred them. A ‘good
book is the precious life-blood of a master-spirit, embalmed
‘and treasured ‘up on purpose to alife beyond life.” In
this age of books, libraries and cheap literature, too much
sagacity and wisdom cannot be exercised by the young in
their selections and readings, for they may be indeed, the.
“savor of life unto life or death unto death.” “Wisdom is
the principal thing; therefore get wisdom; and with all
thy getting get understanding.”’
No. Dist.

I
2.
3.

Name of Teacher.

,

Residence.

Addie Boyd, |
Bertha L. Holden,
Anna I. Rodliff,

Hudson.
Nashua.
Lowell.

‘6
4,

Alice F. Holden,
Alice L. Barron,

Nashua.
Hudson.

5.
6.

Ella A. Barker,
Emma B. Greeley,

‘Windham.
_ Londonderry.
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No. Dist.
6.

T.
6

8.

Name of Teacher.
Anna M. ‘Cummings,
Anna M. ‘Cummings,
Brinton M. Webster,

~ Emma B. Greeley,

-

—

Residence.
Hudson.
Hudson.
Hudson.

Londonderry.

9.
EHuminnie 8. Flanders,
Nashua.
y
Annie E. DeWolfe, ©
Nashua.
10.
Helen M. Knowles,
Nashua.
M
Carrie 8. Austin,
Nashua.
Mr. Webster, our only male teacher, although it was his
first effort, succeeded admirably in awakening and sustaining rather more than usual interest in this school; render-

ing the question as to the expediency of the custom of
employing females exclusively in our winter schools, at
least sufficiently problematical to invite sharp investigation.

ROLL OF HONOR,
|

Including the names of all pupils who have been present
every half day of a term without being tardy.
2

* Denotes

No. 1..

BOTH

terms.

Katie Groves, *Jessie L. Burnett.

No. 2. Cora I. Bernard, *Emma B. Colburn, Nellie M.
Donnelly, Minnie O. Farewell, Jennie C. Winn, Kate L.
Groves, Susie M. Winn, *Forrest A. Pollard, *Leon F.
Winn.

:

.

a

~ No. 3. Edelbert Dutton, Edwin S. Gage, Clara J. M.
Gage, Sherman W. Smith, Cora Smith.
No..4. *Edna R. Hutchins, Millie Willoughby, Charlie
Batchelder, *Fred C. Blodgett, Bertie

Marshall, *Fred H.

Newcomb, Charlie Sheldon, Eugene Marshall.
No. 5. Mary Fairbanks, Mary Hamlett, Bertha Hamlett,

Lottie Kennedy, Louella Malhiot, Nellie Smith, Frank Fairbanks, Georgie

Malhiot, Perley Smith, William

Haselton,

Arthur Smith, Annie Smith, *Kate Wentworth.
No. 6. *Cora HE. Annis, Bertha E. Cummings,
Hanscom, Julia A. Webster.
No. 7. Sammie Fox, *Hattie

Lena

L. Robinson, Bennie Hall,
Leona M. Robinson, Minnie E. Carey, Annie L. Robinson,
Mattie E. Farnum, Walter D. Eaton, Nellie Hall.
=
No. 8. Sarah M. Buttrick, Clara A. Buttrick, Estella ”
Melvin.
|
No. 9. *Waldo B. Campbell, *Frank Robinson, Walter
W. Wilson, *Florence E. Putnam, *Sadie B. Wilson.
No. 10.

Maude S. Andrews, H. Gertrude Smith.
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The amount of money appropriated by the town for
school purposes is
$1,308 95
Literary fund,
97 98
Total,
$1,406 93
Whole number of scholars, 179. Average number about
144, Amount expended per pupil, $7.86. Number of boys,
94. Number of Girls, 85. Whole number of weeks offive
days each, Summer, 102; Winter, 108; Total 210.
The wages of the teachers per month, including board,
vary from $21.00 to $28.00.

Average about $24.00.

No. of visits by superintendent,

—

o9

“ citizens and others,

305

Whole number studying Grammar,
“
«“
a
Geography,

60
59

(elie

IL

ry
rr

&“
‘

“
«“

History,
Writing,

14
151
157

és

7

“

rr

Arithmetic,

«

z

Composition,

“

17

‘és

th

és

és

bs

Philosophy,
Algebra,

14
12

Permit me to say that more than forty years have elapsed
since I first attempted to perform the duties of a ay
in District No. seven of this my native town.
The small, square school-house—the old fashioned fire.
place with its huge back-log—the large pile of green wood,
twelve to fifteen feet in length which the boys, by repeated whacks and regular turns, were expected to prepare;
the large square pen or desk for the teacher ; the four rows
of seats, firmly fastened to an inclined plane of forty or
more degrees, with one central aisle, which was too often
utilized as a sliding rink, and not unfrequently to the dismay of the smaller pupils, as evinced by the bitter outcry
and bumps upon their craniums; the inconvenience of passing or blundering behind the backs of their fellows to get
to their respective seats ; the long class that were obliged
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to stand and face the scorching heat of the fire protecting

themselyes

as best they could, with handkerchiefs and

books;—make the changes perfected in school architecture,
facilities and modes of teaching, since that comparatively
short period, peculiarly impressive. Would that all the
young people of the present day could fully appreciate the
“noble and exalted privileges so freely and bountifully
vouchsafed to them by the liberality of kind parents and a.
progressive age.
At various intervals and for several successive years,
you have given me the superintendency of our schools.

The disappointments, the discouragements and solicitous
forebodings have been many ; yet, very many have been
the pastimes of pleasure, joy and happiness. Sometimes
it has been necessary to chide, admonish, advise and warn;
sometimes tO approve, encourage, cheer and incite.
I have endeavored to make duty my watchword, fearlessly

and impartially protecting the rights of teachers, pupils
and the public. I trust therefore, the mantle of charity
and forgiveness will be thrown over all imperfections and
frailties.
Professional and other duties seem to forbid longer continuance in this work; yet, | hope to be interested in
every agency that is calculated to elevate poor human
nature as long as body and mind co-exist. Please accept
this imperfect, hastily written and perhaps rather bse Nat
report as a valediction.
;
SMITH,
.
S. S. Commrrrer.
Hudson, N. H., March 1, 1883.
|

ERRATA.
On page 9, third line, read PART OF services instead of PAST.

On page 12, read dog tax collected for t880 and 1881 instead of 1881 and
1882.
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> 12, read MOMENTOUS

also on ps
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SUBJECT

for momentous

of subjects.

ine 27, read LACK OF INTEREST for

di

On page 24, line 27, read ILLUMINE for illuminates.
On page 28, line 12, for places of their residence read
RESIDENCE,

On page 29,
line 36, for EXIST read exists.
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